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Introduction: Variations in the stable isotope 

compositions of siderophile elements in meteorites and 

terrestrial samples provide unique insights into the na-

ture and composition of planetary building blocks, and 

the conditions of planetary differentiation [e.g. 1]. In 

addition, the isotopic composition of highly siderophile 

elements (HSE) is important for investigating late ac-

cretion onto terrestrial planets [2,3], defined as the 

addition of primitive material after the completion of 

core formation. Of the HSEs, the investigation of Ru 

isotopes is particular promising, because Ru exhibits 

different oxidation states and variable cosmochemical 

behavior, potentially leading to isotope frationation. In 

addition, Ru shows widespread nucleosynthetic isotope 

variations [4-6], enabling the assessment of genetic 

links among meteoritic and planetary materials. 

Utilizing Ru stable isotopes as a tracer for planetary 

accretion and differentiation requires assessing the 

nature and origin of Ru stable isotope variations among 

meteorites. For instance, we have previously shown 

that magmatic iron meteorites exhibit large Ru isotope 

fractionations induced by fractional crystallization of 

their parental cores [7]. Of note, the initial Ru isotopic 

composition of the IVB parental melt is heavier com-

pared to those of the IIAB and IIIAB irons, indicating 

that solar nebular processes affected the IVB precursor 

material, leading to mass-dependent Ru isotope varia-

tions among bulk meteorites. 

To better understand the origin of these nebular 

processes, we obtained Ru isotopic data for various 

bulk chondrites, including enstatite, ordinary and car-

bonaceous chondrites.  

Methods:  As bulk meteorites exhibit nucleosyn-

thetic Ru isotope anomalies, these mass-independent 

effects must be accounted for when determining mass-

dependent isotope variations. For iron meteorites and 

metamorphosed chondrites (petrologic type >4) this is 

straightforward, because the different nucleosynthetic 

components that once were present in these samples 

have been fully dissolved and homogenized during 

melting and metamorphism on the parent body. By 

contrast, primitive chondrites (petrologic types 1–3) 

contain presolar grains with highly anomalous isotopic 

compositions. Thus, depending on whether or not all 

presolar grains are dissolved during sample digestion, 

different sample solutions of a given primitive chon-

drite may have different nucleosynthetic Ru isotope 

compositions. Thus, for these samples nucleosynthetic 

and mass-dependent Ru isotopic compositions must 

either be measured on the same sample solution or 

complete sample digestion must be achieved. 

Powdered chondrites (~0.5-1 g) were digested in-

side Carius Tubes using reverse aqua regia at 220°C 

for 48 hours. For primitive chondrites, half of the solu-

tion was spiked with a 98Ru-101Ru double spike, where-

as the other half was processed unspiked to determine 

nucleosynthetic signatures for each particular sample 

solution. By contrast, equilibrated chondrites were di-

rectly spiked inside the Carius Tubes prior to digestion. 

In addition, we also digested two Allende powder ali-

quots by nickel sulphide fire assay methods (NiS), 

which ensures complete sample digestion of all com-

ponents. Purification of Ru from the sample matrix was 

accomplished either using a combination of cation ex-

change chromatography and distillation [8], or using a 

newly developed three-stage ion exchange chromatog-

raphy. 

The Ru isotope measurements were conducted us-

ing a Neptune Plus MC-ICPMS at Münster combined 

with either an ESI Apex-IR or a Cetac Aridus II 

desolvating system. Isobaric interferences were moni-

tored using 97Mo and 105Pd. The data reduction was 

made off-line using the Double Spike Toolbox [9]. The 

Ru isotope results are given in δ102/99Ru as the permil 

deviation from an Alfa Aesar plasma standard solution 

(Lot#61300952) [8]. The nucleosynthetic Ru isotope 

anomalies were measured following the protocol of [6] 

and are given in the ε-unit notation as the parts-per-

10,000 deviation from terrestrial standard values. Cor-

rection of measured δ102/99Ru for nucleosynthetic 

anomalies uses modelling of the linear correlation of s-

processes deficits and its influence on the measured 

stable isotopic composition of Ru [e.g. 4]. 

Results: The analyses of seven Allende (CV3) 

samples, digested either using NiS fire assay or Carius 

Tubes, yield indistinguishable measured δ102/99Ru val-

ues of ca. +0.11 (Fig. 1). After correction of these val-

ues for nucleosynthetic Ru isotope anomalies, using 

measusred ε100Ru values for Carius tube-digested 

samples, the average δ102/99Ru for Allende reduces to a 

mean value of –0.01±0.04 ‰ (2 s.d.) (Fig. 1). Thus, 

after correction the Ru stable isotopic composition of 

Allende is indistinguishable from that of ordinary 

chondrites (δ102/99Ru = –0.03±0.06 ‰; 2 s.d.), and also 

from that of two CK chondrites (Fig. 2). By contrast, 

the two enstatite chondrites analyzed in the present 

study are isotopically light (Fig. 2), but more data are 

needed to firmly establish this difference. 
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Figure 1: Reproducibility of δ102/99Ru values of Allende 

(CV3) analyses corrected with individually measured ε100 

nucleosynthetic anomalies (for CT) or anomalies of bulk 

digestions (for NiS) [6]. Grey symbols represent the meas-

ured, uncorrected values. Error bars of these are omitted for 

clearer appearance.  

 

Discussion: Our results demonstrate that fully 

quantifiying nucleosynthethic Ru isotope anomalies in 

the analyzed samples is critical for determining accu-

rate Ru stable isotopic compositions. For instance, 

without correction Allende would appear isotopically 

heavy compared to ordinary chondrites, whereas after 

correction these samples have indistinguishable Ru 

stable isotopic compositions. 

Overall, the chondrites reveal only small Ru stable 

isotope variations, and only the enstatite chondrites 

appear to be isotopically different. Nevertheless, the 

projected initial Ru isotopic composition of the IVB 

iron meteorite core is isotopically heavy compared to 

all chondrites analyzed (Fig. 2). Note that individual 

magmatic irons have variable stable isotope composi-

tions, resulting from isotope fractionation during core 

crystallization [7]. Thus, this effect must be removed to 

infer the isotopic composition of the bulk core. Doing 

this results in projected initial Ru isotopic composi-

tions of the IIAB and IIIAB cores that are indisting-

ishable from those of ordinary chondrites (Fig. 2). By 

contrast, the projected initial composition of the IVB 

irons is isotopically heavy (δ102/99Ru ~ +0.3; Fig. 2).  

The heavy Ru isotope composition of the IVB par-

ent body most likely reflects evaporative loss of Ru as 

volatile oxides during high-temperature processing of 

the IVB precursor material in the solar nebula. This 

would be consistent with the fractionated HSE pattern 

inferred for the IVB parental melt, and with the oxi-

dized nature of the IVB parent body [10, 11].  

Thus, whereas heavy Ru isotope compositions seem 

to be related to samples formed in oxidizing environ-

ments (e.g., IVB), light isotope compositions are ob-

served for strongly reduced materials such as enstatite 

chondrites. However, further work, and most of all 

additional Ru isotopic data for enstatite and carbona-

ceous chondrites, is needed to firmly establish the 

magnitude and origin of Ru isotope fractionations in 

the solar nebula. 

If chondrites indeed show Ru stable isotope differ-

ences, then these signatures, combined with evidence 

from nucleosynthetic Ru isotope anomalies in chon-

drites [5], may be used to link specific meteorites to the 

material constituting the late veneer. 

 

Figure 2: Projected initial Ru stable isotopic compositions of 

magmatic iron meteorite parent bodies and the Ru stable 

isotopic composition of chondrites. Error bars represent ex-

ternal reproducibility (2 s.d.) propagated assuming 20% error 

on the correction of nucleosynthetic anomalies [4]. 
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